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(57) A navigation signal data pilot frequency com-
bined tracking method and device. The method compris-
es: multiplying a data pilot frequency combined medi-
um-frequency signal by a local carrier controlled by a
carrier numerically controlled oscillator (NCO), and com-
pleting carrier stripping; respectively multiplying the sig-
nal after the carrier stripping by a data baseband signal
and a pilot frequency baseband signal controlled by a
code NCO, and completing code stripping; performing
integration and zero clearing on the signal after the code
stripping to obtain each branch coherent integration re-
sult; utilizing the coherent integration result to implement
a data reversal detection and a probability weighting fac-
tor calculation; assisting a data pilot frequency combined
carrier regulation amount estimation with a data reversal
detection result and the probability weighting factor to
obtain a carrier regulation amount; assisting a data pilot
frequency combined code regulation amount estimation
with the data reversal detection result and the probability
weighting factor to obtain a code regulation amount; con-
trolling the carrier NCO by means of the carrier regulation
amount to implement tracking of a data pilot frequency
combined carrier signal; and controlling the code NCO
by means of the code regulation amount to implement
tracking of a data pilot frequency combined baseband

signal.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of navigation signal tracking techniques, more particularly, to a navi-
gation signal data-pilot joint tracking method and apparatus.
[0002] With continued construction of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), many new techniques have been
introduced into navigation signal framework. Compared with traditional navigation signal having only a data channel,
the introduction of a pilot channel is the most outstanding feature of a modernized navigation signal framework. After
analysis of ICD documents on GPS and Galileo, it can be found that, most of new designed navigation signals, including
GPS L1C, GPS L2C, GPS L5C, Galileo E1 OS, Galileo E5 and Galileo E6, have introduced a pilot component.
[0003] The introduction of a pilot channel greatly improves navigation signal tracking performance. Since a pilot signal
does not have a modulated data bit, there is no problem of data-bit flip, thus a longer coherent-integration time can be
used in pilot signal tracking, thereby improving tracking accuracy. In addition, pilot-channel carrier tracking may employ
a pure phase-locked loop which is sensitive to data-bit flip, whereas data-channel carrier tracking, due to occurrence of
data-bit flip in a data channel, may only employ a Costas loop which is not sensitive to date-bit flip. A pure phase-locked
loop has a dynamic pull range of 360° and a corresponding empirical threshold of 45° for 1-sigma phase noise, whereas
a Costas loop has a dynamic pull range of 180° and a corresponding empirical threshold of 15° for 1-sigma phase noise,
thus it can be seen that, a pure phase-locked loop is advantageous in terms of tracking sensitivity over a Costas loop.
However, such pilot-only tracking mode will bring another problem: data-channel signal is not involved in tracking, which
results in energy loss. Therefore, how to join data and pilot in tracking process has become a study hotspot in research
of modernized navigation signal tracking techniques.
[0004] With regard to navigation signal data-pilot joint tracking, so far a lot of research achievements have been gained
both in domestic and abroad. These achievements can be mainly classified into two categories: one is data-pilot non-
coherent accumulation, the other is data-pilot coherent accumulation. In reference document [1] "Trade-Off Between
Data Rate and Signal Power Split in GNSS Signal Design", a data-pilot non-coherent joint tracking method is proposed,
which employs a Costas loop for the data channel and a pure phase-locked loop for the pilot channel, and by summing
the discrimination outputs of the two loops according to certain weights, obtains a discrimination output for sharing by
the data channel and the pilot channel. However, this non-coherent accumulation method will bring squaring loss,
resulting in non-optimal tracking accuracy. Besides, a Costas loop, which is employed for the data channel, has a smaller
pull range than a pure phase-locked loop, which is employed for the pilot channel; therefore, this joint mode does not
achieve obvious improvement in tracking sensitivity with respect to a pilot-only tracking mode.
[0005] In reference document [2] "Dual Channel Optimizations of Tracking Schemes for E1 CBOC Signal", a method
using data-pilot coherent accumulation is proposed, in which, by estimating data bits and traversing all possible modes
of combining a data channel and a pilot channel, and then through a certain determination mechanism, an ultimate
combination mode is determined, and the coherent integration result of the combination mode is used for tracking.
Although this method can achieve optimal tracking performance at high carrier-to-noise ratios, it performs poorly at low
carrier-to-noise ratios. Therefore, for navigation signal containing a pilot channel, it is essential to propose a well-per-
formance and simple-structured data-pilot joint tracking method.
[0006] In view of the above-mentioned defects or improvement requirements of the prior art, the present invention
provides a navigation signal data-pilot joint tracking method and apparatus, which are general-purpose, low-complexity,
high-tracking-accuracy and high-tracking-sensitivity, and used for tracking navigation signal containing a pilot channel,
and achieve good tracking performance.
[0007] To achieve the above objectives, in accordance with one embodiment of the invention, there is provided a
navigation signal data-pilot joint tracking method. The method comprises:

step 1: multiplying a digital intermediate frequency (IF) signal with a local carrier to accomplish carrier removal, in
which, the local carrier adopts an inphase branch and a quadrature branch;
step 2: multiplying a signal after the carrier removal with a data baseband signal and a pilot baseband signal
respectively to accomplish code removal, in which, a baseband signal adopts an early branch, a prompt branch,
and a late branch and includes the data baseband signal and the pilot baseband signal;
step 3: processing a signal after the code removal with integration-and-dump to obtain a coherent integration result
of each branch, in which, the coherent integration result of the pilot channel comprises: inphase-early IPE, inphase-
prompt IPP, inphase-late IPL, quadrature-early QPE, quadrature-prompt QPP and quadrature-late QPL; and the co-
herent integration result of the data channel comprises: inphase-early IDE, inphase-prompt IDP, inphase-late IDL,
quadrature-early QDE, quadrature-prompt QDP and quadrature-late QDL;
step 4: using the coherent integration result of each prompt-branch to accomplish data-bit flip detection, to obtain
a data-bit-flip-detection output Flip=sign(IPP 3 IDP + QPP 3 QDP), where, sign denotes a signbit function, and sign
(x) indicates an output +1 when x is greater than or equal to 0 and an output -1 when x is less than 0;
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step 5: using the power ratio between the data channel and the pilot channel to calculate an optimal power-weighting

factor  where, P1 and P2 denote the data channel signal power and the pilot channel signal power

respectively;
step 6: using the coherent integration result of each prompt-branch to calculate a probability-weighting factor α2
which has the same monotone as the correction-probability of the data-bit flip detection;
step 7: calculating the coherent integration results of inphase-prompt IP and quadrature-prompt QP according to
formulas as follows:

performing phase-discrimination to the coherent integration results of the inphase-prompt IP and the quadrature-
prompt QP to obtain a phase-discrimination output Δϕ; multiplying the phase-discrimination output Δϕ with the
probability-weighting factor α2 and performing loop-filtering to obtain a data-pilot joint carrier tuning-amount; feeding
the data-pilot joint carrier tuning-amount back to a carrier numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) controlling the local
carrier, and tuning the carrier numerically controlled oscillator to realize data-pilot joint signal carrier tracking;
step 8: calculating the coherent integration results of data-pilot joint inphase-early IE, inphase-late IL, quadrature-
early QE and quadrature-late QL according to formulas as follows:

performing phase-discrimination to the coherent integration results of inphase-early IE, inphase-late IL, quadrature-
early QE and quadrature-late QL to obtain a phase-discrimination result Δτ; multiplying the phase-discrimination
result Δτ with the probability-weighting factor α2 and performing loop-filtering to obtain a data-pilot joint code tuning-
amount; feeding the data-pilot joint code tuning-amount back to a code NCO controlling the baseband signal, and
tuning the code NCO to realize baseband signal tracking.

[0008] In accordance with one embodiment of the invention, there is provided a navigation signal data-pilot joint tracking
apparatus. The apparatus comprises: a carrier remover, a code remover, a local carrier generator, a baseband signal
generator, a carrier NCO, a code NCO, an integration-and-dump unit, a data-bit flip detector, a probability-weighting
factor calculator, a power-weighting factor calculator, a data-pilot joint carrier tuning-amount estimator, and a data-pilot
joint code tuning-amount estimator.
[0009] The carrier NCO is used to control the local carrier generator to generate a local carrier. The code NCO is used
to control the baseband signal generator to generate a baseband signal comprising a data baseband signal and a pilot
baseband signal. The carrier remover is used to act on the local carrier and a digital IF signal to accomplish carrier
removal. The code remover is used to act on the signal after carrier removal and the baseband signal to accomplish
code removal. The integration-and-dump unit is used to obtain coherent integration results of the signal after code
removal. Among the coherent integration results, the prompt-branch coherent integration result is sent into the data-bit
flip detector to obtain a data-bit flip detection output. The prompt-branch coherent integration result is also sent into the
probability-weighting factor calculator to obtain a probability-weighting factor. The power-weighting factor calculator is
used to determine the power ratio between the data channel and the pilot channel to obtain a power-weighting factor.
The prompt-branch coherent integration result is also sent into the data-pilot joint carrier tuning-amount estimator to
obtain a carrier tuning-amount, and by using the carrier tuning-amount to control the carrier NCO, data-pilot joint signal
carrier tracking is achieved. Among the coherent integration results, the early-branch and late-branch coherent integration
results are sent into the data-pilot joint code tuning-amount estimator to obtain a code tuning-amount, and by using the
code tuning-amount to control the code NCO, baseband signal tracking is achieved.
[0010] In sum, compared with the prior art, the technical solution of the invention has the following advantages:
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In the present invention, the introduction of a data-bit flip detector solves the data-bit flip problem, making it possible
to coherently accumulate coherent integration results of a data channel and coherent integration results of a pilot
channel, therefore an optimal tracking accuracy can be achieved in a high-carrier-to-noise-ratio environment. The
introduction of a probability-weighting factor makes the output of a discriminator be weighted according to maximum-
likelihood probability, therefore good tracking performance can be ensured in a low-carrier-to-noise-ratio environ-
ment, thus improving tracking sensitivity. Moreover, these two innovative structures are introduced after coherent
integration and are low-speed processing elements, which brings no increase in the complexity of the high-speed
processing parts, thus making the whole tracking device relatively simple and low-complexity.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a navigation signal data-pilot joint tracking method according to the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing overall implementation of the data-pilot joint tracking method according to
an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing implementation of the data-bit flip detection according to the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing implementation of the data-pilot joint carrier tuning-amount estimation ac-
cording to the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing implementation of the data-pilot joint code tuning-amount estimation according
to the present invention; and

FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing overall configuration of a data-pilot joint tracking apparatus according to the
present invention.

[0011] To make the objects, technical solutions and advantages of the present invention more apparent, hereinafter
the present invention will be described in further detail with reference to the accompanying drawings and embodiments.
It should be understood that, the specific embodiments described herein merely illustrate the invention and are not
intended to limit the invention. In addition, the technical features involved in the various embodiments of the present
invention described below may combine with each other, as long as they do not constitute a conflict with each other.
[0012] FIG. 1 shows a flowchart of a navigation signal data-pilot joint tracking method according to the present invention;
in FIG. 1, a digital intermediate frequency (IF) signal is multiplied with a local carrier controlled by a carrier numerically
controlled oscillator (hereinafter referred to as NCO), to accomplish carrier removal; the signal after carrier removal is
multiplied respectively with a data baseband signal and a pilot baseband signal which are controlled by a code NCO, to
accomplish code removal; the signal after code removal passes through integration-and-dump processing to obtain a
coherent integration result of each branch; the coherent integration results are utilized to accomplish data-bit flip detection
and probability-weighting factor calculation; the power ratio between the data channel and the pilot channel is utilized
to calculate a power-weighting factor; the data-bit flip detection result, the power-weighting factor and the probability-
weighting factor assist data-pilot joint carrier tuning-amount estimation, to obtain a carrier tuning amount; the data-bit
flip detection result, the power-weighting factor and the probability-weighting factor assist data-pilot joint code tuning-
amount estimation, to obtain a code tuning amount; by using the carrier tuning-amount to control the carrier NCO, data-
pilot joint signal carrier tracking is achieved; by using the code tuning-amount to control the code NCO, baseband signal
tracking is achieved.
[0013] For convenience of description, a typical embodiment is given hereinbelow, which is merely illustrative by way
of example but not intended to be limiting. It should be understood by those skilled in the art that, any modifications,
equivalent substitutions, and the like, which are within the scope of the teachings of the present application and the
scope of the claims, are intended to be included within the scope of the present invention.
[0014] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing overall implementation of the data-pilot joint tracking method according to
an embodiment of the present invention. In this embodiment of the present invention, the local carrier uses two branches,
i.e., inphase (I) and quadrature (Q) branches, while the baseband signal uses three branches, i.e., early (E), prompt (P)
and late (L) branches. For the embodiment of the present invention, the tracking start-point is digital IF signal, with no
consideration of AD conversion and down-conversion of RF analog signal. The signal framework, to which the embod-
iment is directed, is navigation signal containing a pilot channel; the digital IF signal received is given by a mathematical
expression shown as the following formula (1):
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where, P1 denotes the data-channel power; d(t) denotes the data-bit sign at current moment t; cd denotes the data-
channel spreading code; τ denotes time delay of signal; ωIF denotes angular frequency of signal; ϕ0 denotes initial phase
of carrier; ϑ denotes a phase difference between the data baseband signal and the pilot baseband signal; P2 denotes
the pilot-channel power; cp denotes the pilot-channel spreading code; n(t) denotes white noise with a mean value of 0
and power spectral density N0. The mathematical expression given herein is not intended to limit the present invention,
and any signal containing a data channel and a pilot channel with a constant phase difference therebetween does not
depart from the scope of the present invention.
[0015] The detailed steps of the typical embodiment shown in FIG. 2 are as follows.
[0016] Step 1: Since it is data-pilot joint tracking, the data-channel signal and the pilot-channel signal should have the
same frequency and a constant phase difference, so, the data channel and the pilot channel share a carrier NCO 1 and
a code NCO 6. As shown in FIG. 2, the carrier NCO 1 controls a cosine mapping table 2 and a sine mapping table 3,
respectively. The cosine mapping table 2 generates inphase carrier signal, and the sine mapping table 3 generates
quadrature carrier signal. The inphase carrier signal and the digital IF signal pass-under control of sampling pulses-
through a multiplier 4 where they are multiplied together to yield an inphase-branch signal I, meanwhile the quadrature
carrier signal and the digital IF signal pass-under control of sampling pulses-through a multiplier 5 where they are
multiplied together to yield a quadrature-branch signal Q.
[0017] Step 2: The code NCO 6 shared by the pilot channel and the data channel drives a pilot baseband signal
generator 7 and a data baseband signal generator 8 respectively to generate an early pilot baseband signal and an early
data baseband signal. The early pilot baseband signal-under action of a time delayer 9-produces a prompt pilot baseband
signal and a late pilot baseband signal. The early data baseband signal-under action of a time delayer 10-produces a
prompt data baseband signal and a late data baseband signal.
[0018] Step 3: the early branch, the prompt branch, and the late branch of the pilot-channel baseband signal are
respectively multiplied-with the inphase-branch signal I after a phase shift ϑ-via multipliers 11, 12, 13, and then through
accumulation in integration-and-dump units 23, 24, 25, the coherent integration results of pilot inphase-early, -prompt
and -late (i.e., IPE, IPP, IPL) are obtained;
the three-early, prompt and late-branches of the pilot-channel baseband signal are respectively multiplied-with the
quadrature-branch signal Q after a phase shift ϑ-via multipliers 14, 15, 16, and then through accumulation in integration-
and-dump units 26, 27, 28, the coherent integration results of pilot quadrature-early, -prompt and -late (i.e., QPE, QPP,
QPL) are obtained;
the three-early, prompt and late-branches of the data-channel baseband signal are respectively multiplied-with the
inphase-branch signal I-via multipliers 20, 21, 22, and then through accumulation in integration-and-dump units 34, 33,
32, the coherent integration results of data inphase-early, -prompt and -late (i.e., IDE, IDP, IDL) are obtained;
the three-early, prompt and late-branches of the data-channel baseband signal are respectively multiplied-with the
quadrature-branch signal Q-via multipliers 17, 18, 19, and then through accumulation in integration-and-dump units 31,
30, 29, the coherent integration results of data quadrature-early, -prompt and -late (i.e., QDE, QDP, QDL) are obtained.
[0019] Step 4: The above-obtained prompt-branch coherent integration results IPP, QPP, IDP, QDP are utilized for data-
bit flip detection, and the implementation of data-bit flip detection is shown in a block diagram (FIG. 3). IPP and IDP are
multiplied via a multiplier 35, while QPP and QDP are multiplied via a multiplier 36, then the two multiplication results are
added together by an adder 37, thereafter by taking the sign of the adding result via a sign extractor 38, a data-bit flip
detection output Flip is obtained:

where, sign denotes a signbit function, and sign (x) indicates an output +1 when x is greater than or equal to 0 and an
output -1 when x is less than 0, that is, the data-bit-flip-detection output Flip = 1 indicates that the data channel and the
pilot channel are in phase, Flip = -1 indicates that the data channel and the pilot channel have a phase difference of
180° therebetween.
[0020] Step 5: Power-weighting factor calculation. In a practical signal framework, the data-to-pilot power ration is not
1: 1; therefore, the power influence needs to be considered during coherent accumulation of the data-pilot coherent
integration results. A power-weighting factor α1 will directly affect the data-pilot joint tracking accuracy; this embodiment
of the present invention gives an optimal power-weighting factor shown as the following formula (2):
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where, P1 and P2 denote the data channel signal power and the pilot channel signal power, respectively. By adopting
the above power-weighting factor, the data-pilot joint tracking accuracy can be optimized.
[0021] Step 6: Probability-weighting factor calculation. For data-bit flip detection, due to the presence of noise, the
detection result is not 100% correct, but has a certain probability of being correct. For a result with a high correction-
probability, it can be considered that the output of the discriminator this time has a high probability in reliability, so it
should be output with a larger weight; On the contrary, for a result with a low correction-probability, it can be considered
that the output of the discriminator this time has a low probability in reliability, so it should be output with a smaller weight.
[0022] According to the above formula (1), the coherent integration results of the prompt branches of the data channel
and the pilot channel are given by mathematical expressions shown as follows:

where, TP denotes coherent integration time; d denotes the current data bit; nDIP, nDQP, HPIP, HPQP denote normalized
noise after integration of each branch.
[0023] θ is defined as an included angle between the vector 1 (IDP, QDP) and the vector 2 (IPP, QPP). When no signal
exists, nDIP, nDQP, nPIP, nPQP are white noise with a mean value of 0, so θ should be evenly distributed within 0-180°.
When signal exists, assuming d=1, then the signal parts of the two vectors should be in phase, so, the smaller the angle
θ, the higher the probability. According to the principle of the data-bit flip detector described above, it determines that
d=1 when θ <90°, and the smaller the angle θ, the higher the correction-probability of the determination, and the more
the angle θ approximates to 90°, the lower the correction-probability of the determination; assuming d=-1, then the signal
parts of the two vectors should be opposite in phase, so, the larger the angle θ, the higher the probability. According to
the principle of the data-bit flip detector described above, it determines that d=-1 when θ >90°, and the more the angle
θ approximates to 180°, the higher the correction-probability of the determination, and the more the angle θ approximates
to 90°, the lower the correction-probability of the determination. In fact, when θ =90°, it can be regarded that, because
of the presence of noise, it is now completely unable to determine whether d is positive or negative, so the result is
completely unreliable and should be output with a weight of 0. However, in practical implementation, the calculation of
such maximum-likelihood probability weight is very complicated, and thus is not conducive to engineering implementation;
therefore, any weight factor that has the same monotone as the correction-probability of the data-bit flip detection can
be used as an approximate probability-weighting factor, and the higher the approximation degree, the better the tracking
results. In this embodiment of the present invention, the maximum-likelihood probability weight is substituted by a weight
factor having the same monotone and a relatively high approximation degree. The probability-weighting factor α2 is
defined by the following formula (7):

[0024] Such weight factor based on maximum-likelihood probability is not unique, and there are many additional
approximation methods, and any weight factor that has the same monotone as the correction-probability of the data-bit
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flip detection does not depart from the scope of the present application.
[0025] Step 7: Implementation of data-pilot joint carrier tuning-amount estimation is shown in a block diagram (FIG.
4). The prompt-branch coherent integration results (i.e., IPP, QPP, IDP, QDP) are utilized for data-pilot joint carrier tuning-
amount estimation. IDP and QDP are respectively multiplied-with the output (i.e., Flip) of the data-bit flip detector-via
multipliers 39, 40, to eliminate the influence of data-bit flip. Then the multiplication results are respectively multiplied-
with the power-weighting factor α1-via multipliers 41, 42, of which the results are coherently accumulated with IPP and
IDP respectively in adders 43, 44, thereby obtaining IP and QP. Subsequently, IP and QP undergo phase-discrimination
through a phase discriminator 45 to obtain a phase-discrimination output Δϕ, and because of data-bit flip having been
eliminated, a pure phase-locked loop phase discriminator can be employed, for example, a four-quadrant arctangent
discriminator: arctan(IP, QP). The phase-discrimination output Δϕ is multiplied-with the probability-weighting factor α2-via
a multiplier 46, and then through a filtering process in a loop filter 47, an ultimate carrier tuning-amount is obtained. The
carrier tuning-amount is fed back to the carrier NCO 1, as shown in FIG. 2, to turn the carrier NCO 1, thereby achieving
data-pilot joint signal carrier tracking.
[0026] Step 8: Implementation of data-pilot joint code tuning-amount estimation is shown in a block diagram (FIG. 5).
The early-branch and late-branch coherent integration results (i.e., IPE, QPE, IPL, QPL, IDE, QDE, IDL, QDL) are utilized for
data-pilot joint code tuning-amount estimation. IDE, QDE, IDL, QDL are respectively multiplied-with the output (i.e., Flip)
of the data-bit flip detector-via multipliers 49, 50, 51, 52, to eliminate the influence of data-bit flip. Then the multiplication
results are respectively multiplied-with the power-weighting factor α1-via multipliers 53, 54, 55, 56, of which the results
are coherently accumulated with IPE, QPE, IPL, QPL respectively in adders 57, 58, 59, 60, thereby obtaining the joint
coherent integration results IE, QE, IL, QL. There are many different implementations of a code phase discriminator. In
order to maintain the integrity of the invention, a non-coherent early-minus-late discriminator is given herein, while other
implementations do not depart from the scope of the present application. The joint coherence results IE, QE and IL, QL
are non-coherently accumulated respectively via non-coherent accumulators 61, 62, thereby obtaining an early non-
coherent accumulation result ES and a late non-coherent accumulation result LS, of which the mathematical expressions
are shown as the following formula (8):

where, N denotes the number of times of non-coherent accumulation.
[0027] Subsequently, the early non-coherent accumulation result ES and the late non-coherent accumulation result
LS undergo phase-discrimination through a phase discriminator 63 to obtain a phase-discrimination output. Here, a non-
coherent early-minus-late square discriminator is adopted and normalized, and the adoption of such discriminator is
only for maintaining the integrity of the invention, while other implementations do not depart from the scope of the present
application. Its mathematical expression is shown as the following formula (9):

[0028] The phase-discrimination result Δτ is multiplied-with the probability-weighting factor-via a multiplier 64, and
then through a filtering process in a loop filter 65, an ultimate code tuning-amount is obtained. The code tuning-amount
is fed back to the code NCO 6, as shown in FIG. 2, to turn the code NCO 6, thereby achieving baseband signal tracking.
[0029] FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing an overall configuration of a data-pilot joint tracking apparatus according to
the present invention; in FIG. 6, a carrier NCO 104 controls a local carrier generator 102 to generate a local carrier, and
a code NCO 105 controls a baseband signal generator 103 to generates a baseband signal; it should be noted that, the
baseband signal generated by the baseband signal generator 103 comprises a data baseband signal and a pilot baseband
signal. The local carrier and a digital IF signal pass through a carrier remover 100 to accomplish carrier removal, then
the signal after carrier removal and the baseband signal pass through a code remover 101 to accomplish code removal.
The signal after code removal passes through an integration-and-dump unit 106 to obtain coherent integration results,
of which the prompt-branch coherent integration result is sent into a data-bit flip detector 107 to obtain a data-bit flip
detection output Flip; the principle of the data-bit flip detector 107 is as shown in FIG. 3. The prompt-branch coherent
integration result is also sent into a probability-weighting factor calculator 108 to obtain a probability-weighting factor α2,
of which the principle for implementation is defined by the formula (7). The power ratio between the data channel and
the pilot channel is utilized by a power-weighting factor calculator 109 to obtain a power-weighting factor α1. The prompt-
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branch coherent integration result is also sent into a data-pilot joint carrier tuning-amount estimator 110, of which a
typical embodiment is as shown in FIG. 4, so that the data-pilot joint carrier tuning-amount estimator 110 obtains a carrier
tuning-amount, and by using the carrier tuning-amount to control the carrier NCO 104, data-pilot joint signal carrier
tracking is achieved. Among the coherent integration results obtained by the integration-and-dump unit 106, the early-
branch and late-branch coherent integration results are sent into a data-pilot joint code tuning-amount estimator 111, of
which a typical embodiment is as shown in FIG. 5, so that the data-pilot joint code tuning-amount estimator 111 obtains
a code tuning-amount, and by using the code tuning-amount to control the code NCO 105, baseband signal tracking is
achieved.
[0030] While particular embodiments of the invention have been shown and described, it will be obvious to those
skilled in the art that changes and modifications may be made without departing from the invention in its broader aspects,
and therefore, the aim in the appended claims is to cover all such changes and modifications as fall within the true spirit
and scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A navigation signal data-pilot joint tracking method, characterized in that the method comprises:

1) multiplying a digital intermediate frequency (IF) signal with a local carrier to accomplish carrier removal, in
which, the local carrier adopts an inphase branch and a quadrature branch;
2) multiplying a signal after the carrier removal with a data baseband signal and a pilot baseband signal respec-
tively to accomplish code removal, in which, a baseband signal adopts an early branch, a prompt branch, and
a late branch and includes the data baseband signal and the pilot baseband signal;
3) processing a signal after the code removal with integration-and-dump to obtain a coherent integration result
of each branch, in which, the coherent integration result of the pilot channel comprises:

inphase-early IPE, inphase-prompt IPP, inphase-late IPL, quadrature-early QPE, quadrature-prompt QPP and
quadrature-late QPL; and the coherent integration result of the data channel comprises: inphase-early IDE,
inphase-prompt IDP, inphase-late IDL, quadrature-early IDE, quadrature-prompt QDP and quadrature-late
QDL;

4) using the coherent integration result of each prompt-branch to accomplish data-bit flip detection, to obtain a
data-bit-flip-detection output Flip=sign(IPP 3 IDP + QPP 3 QDP), where, sign denotes a signbit function, and sign
(x) indicates an output +1 when x is greater than or equal to 0 and an output -1 when x is less than 0;
5) using the power ratio between the data channel and the pilot channel to calculate an optimal power-weighting

factor  where, P1 and P2 denote the data channel signal power and the pilot channel signal power

respectively;
6) using the coherent integration result of each prompt-branch to calculate a probability-weighting factor α2
which has the same monotone as the correction-probability of the data-bit flip detection;
7) calculating the coherent integration results of inphase-prompt IP and quadrature-prompt QP according to
formulas as follows: 

performing phase-discrimination to the coherent integration results of the inphase-prompt IP and the quadrature-
prompt QP to obtain a phase-discrimination output Δϕ; multiplying the phase-discrimination output Δϕ with the
probability-weighting factor α2 and performing loop-filtering to obtain a data-pilot joint carrier tuning-amount;
feeding the data-pilot joint carrier tuning-amount back to a carrier numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) con-
trolling the local carrier, and tuning the carrier numerically controlled oscillator to realize data-pilot joint signal
carrier tracking;
8) calculating the coherent integration results of data-pilot joint inphase-early IE, inphase-late IL, quadrature-
early QE and quadrature-late QL according to formulas as follows: 
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performing phase-discrimination to the coherent integration results of inphase-early IE, inphase-late IL, quad-
rature-early QE and quadrature-late QL to obtain a phase-discrimination result Δτ; multiplying the phase-dis-
crimination result Δτ with the probability-weighting factor α2 and performing loop-filtering to obtain a data-pilot
joint code tuning-amount; feeding the data-pilot joint code tuning-amount back to a code NCO controlling the
baseband signal, and tuning the code NCO to realize baseband signal tracking.

2. The method according to claim 1, characterized in that the digital IF signal received in the step 1 contains the data
channel and the pilot channel with a constant phase difference therebetween.

3. The method according to claim 1, characterized in that the digital IF signal received in the step 1 is given by the
expression as follows: 

 where, P1 denotes the data-channel power; d(t) denotes the data-bit sign at current moment t; cd denotes the data-
channel spreading code; τ denotes time delay of signal; ωIF denotes angular frequency of signal; ϕ0 denotes initial
phase of carrier; ϑ denotes a phase difference between the data baseband signal and the pilot baseband signal;
P2 denotes the pilot-channel power; cp denotes the pilot-channel spreading code; n(t) denotes white noise with a
mean value of 0 and power spectral density N0.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1-3, characterized in that

in the step 3, the early branch, the prompt branch, and the late branch of the pilot-channel baseband signal are
respectively multiplied with the inphase branch of the signal, and then through accumulation respectively, the
coherent integration results of the pilot inphase-early, -prompt and -late are obtained; the early branch, the
prompt branch, and the late branch of the pilot-channel baseband signal are also respectively multiplied with
the quadrature branch of the signal, and then through accumulation respectively, the coherent integration results
of the pilot quadrature-early, -prompt and -late are obtained; and
the three-early, prompt and late-branches of the data-channel baseband signal are respectively multiplied with
the inphase branch of the signal, and then through accumulation respectively, the coherent integration results
of the data inphase-early, -prompt and -late are obtained; also, the early branch, the prompt branch, and the
late branch of the data-channel baseband signal are respectively multiplied with the quadrature branch of the
signal, and then through accumulation respectively, the coherent integration results of the data quadrature-
early, -prompt and -late are obtained.

5. The method according to any one of claims 1-3, characterized in that in the step 4, the data-bit-flip-detection output
Flip = 1 indicates that the data channel and the pilot channel are in phase, Flip = -1 indicates that the data channel
and the pilot channel have a phase difference of 180° therebetween.

6. The method according to any one of claims 1-3, characterized in that, in the step 6, the probability-weighting factor is 

7. The method according to claim 1, characterized in that in the step 7, the phase-discrimination is performed to the
coherent integration results of inphase-prompt IP and quadrature-prompt QP, by using a pure phase-locked loop
phase discriminator.
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8. The method according to claim 1, characterized in that in the step 8, the joint coherent integration results IE, QE
as well as IL, QL are performed with non-coherent accumulation respectively to obtain an early non-coherent accu-
mulation result ES and a late non-coherent accumulation result LS using the following mathematical expressions:

where, N denotes the number of times of non-coherent accumulation; and
phase-discrimination is performed on the early non-coherent accumulation result ES and the late non-coherent
accumulation result LS to obtain the phase discrimination result Δτ.

9. A navigation signal data-pilot joint tracking apparatus, characterized in that the apparatus comprises: a carrier
remover, a code remover, a local carrier generator, a baseband signal generator, a carrier NCO, a code NCO, an
integration-and-dump unit, a data-bit flip detector, a probability-weighting factor calculator, a power-weighting factor
calculator, a data-pilot joint carrier tuning-amount estimator, and a data-pilot joint code tuning-amount estimator,
where

the carrier NCO is used to control the local carrier generator to generate a local carrier; the code NCO is used
to control the baseband signal generator to generate a baseband signal comprising a data baseband signal
and a pilot baseband signal; the carrier remover is used to act on the local carrier and a digital IF signal to
accomplish carrier removal; the code remover is used to act on the signal after carrier removal and the baseband
signal to accomplish code removal; the integration-and-dump unit is used to obtain coherent integration results
of the signal after code removal; among the coherent integration results, the prompt-branch coherent integration
result is sent into the data-bit flip detector to obtain a data-bit flip detection output; the prompt-branch coherent
integration result is also sent into the probability-weighting factor calculator to obtain a probability-weighting
factor; the power-weighting factor calculator is used to determine the power ratio between the data channel and
the pilot channel to obtain a power-weighting factor; the prompt-branch coherent integration result is also sent
into the data-pilot joint carrier tuning-amount estimator to obtain a carrier tuning-amount, and by using the carrier
tuning-amount to control the carrier NCO, data-pilot joint signal carrier tracking is achieved; among the coherent
integration results, the early-branch and late-branch coherent integration results are sent into the data-pilot joint
code tuning-amount estimator to obtain a code tuning-amount, and by using the code tuning-amount to control
the code NCO, baseband signal tracking is achieved.
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